
PROGRAMS AND ISSUES  KEZL Culbertson, NE   July 1 - September 29, 2023

News Issues

KEZL broadcasts hourly newscasts during the weekdays M-F from the World News Group.  
These 3.5 minute newcasts cover national news of interst.

Parenting Issues

KEZL Broadcasts Mom Moments 3x every day,  at ~  05:15,11:15, and 18:15 by Danna Gresh 
giving parenting advise. These are 60 second clips with a link for further information.

Farm and Weather Issues

KEZL broadcasts local weather forecasts hourly throughout the broadcast day, at :15 and :45 
past every hour.

KEZL broadcasts the weekly farm broadcast "Homegrown" featuring 4th generation rancher of 
Broken Bow, Nebraska  R.P. Smith with his thoughts on the current agricultural situation.  This 
program runs 5 minutes and broadcasts on Saturday mornings at 9:55AM

COW Radio, produced regionally,  Ferriers and Cowboys Jim and Andy Nelson present a fun 
radio broadcast of information useful to cowboys and horse owners including tips on properly 
shoeing horses and the ailments a person might run into maintaining horses. This along with 
intertaining poetry and music.

Science and Health of the Earth Issues

Travelers in the Night is an engaging and informative 2 minute program broadcast daily at 
02:45, 10:45, 17:45 and 22:45 , concerning celestial bodies and in particular updated 
information on asteroids.

Science and the Sea is broadcast daily at 02:15 and 18:15.  This program is produced by the 
University of Texas Marine Science Institute on the Gulf of Mexico. This program features 
entertaining stories and activities that teach about the marine world and how scientists 
approach and solve some of the ocean's mysteries.

Earth Date is broadcast daily at 03:15, 05:15,  16:15 and 22:15 where listeners can Engage and 
connect to the wonders of the world.  This 2 minute vignette is produced by the the Bureau of 
Economic Geology at the University of Texas, Austin.  Also touches on pollution and the 
problems associated with.
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Religious Issues

Back to Genesis by Dr. John Morris, President Emeritus of the Institute for Creation Research 
provides evidence of intelligent design vs. evolution.  Broadcast daily at 04:15, 10:15, 15:15 and 
20:15 this broadcast runs 1 minute

Today's Single Christian is a daily shot of encouragement to single Christians. Lina Abujamara 
hosts offering insights from God's word and her own life to inspire and guide singles in pursuing 
a fulfilling Christian life right now.  Airs at 03:45 and 17:45 daily weekdays. Length :60 seconds

Uncle Bob's Nature Corner: Bob Devine's fun and fascinating interviews with special guese from 
anywhere and everywhere.  Uncle Bob interviews animals, body parts, and other interesting 
natural items from a creation point of view  Nothing can be designed and made without a 
designer.  This program runs 15 minutes and is quite popular.  Airs daily at 06:30, 13:30, 
weekdays  and at 04:30, 06:15, 08:15, 10:15, 13:30

Life Issues (Drugs, Alcohol, Crime)

Daily broadcasts of "Unshackled" True Stories of hopeless lives and life-changing hope should 
be of great encouragement.  Rural drug and alcohol addiction is a huge issue for all of the KEZL 
Listening area.  This program is produced to encourage addicted persons to go for sobriety. Airs 
Monday thru Saturday at 18:30, Length 30 minutes.

Local Interest Broadcasts

Glosie's Kitchen Tips locally produced and broadcast daily by our own home economist brings 
helpful kitchen hints to our listeners this :60 vingette runs 04:55, 11:55,  14:55 and 19:55

Small Town Memoirs: Locally produced memories of days gone by in small town America. These 
aire sprinkled every other hour throughout the day.

This is the city of license, Culbertson, NE 150th anniversary. We have broadcast interviews with 
Culbertsonites and participated in the July 4th 2023 150 year celebration.  July 2nd thru the 5th 
KEZL carried a lot of information and interviews throughout the days.

The Jerry Kautz Country Roads Show is broadcast 2 hours every Saturday 8-10AM.  Local issues 
current and historical are talked about on this locally produced show. Jerry Kautz grew up in 
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Culbertson, NE and has a great feel for the area and its folks.  This program features 
philosophical and timely talk interspersed with country music.

Educational Programming

KEZL broadcasts a book reading regularly at 1AM, Noon, and 7PM weekdays. Locally produced 
by KEZL-FM the serial book readings of old classics run aproximately 20 minutes per day.

KEZL broadcasts A Way With Words Saturday mornings. This is an educational word origin call in 
program that runs an hour on Saturday at 11AM

The Valley Poet- Poetry read by our local announcer and produced by KEZL is broadcast hourly 
throughout the day randomly within our music format. These poems last between 30 seconds 
to 5 minutes in length. The audience is solicited to send in  their own poetry for broadcast.

Children's Programming

KEZL Love's children's programming. We often broadcast old Nursery Rhymes, tales like Jack 
and the Beanstalk and other stories designed to appeal to children, all locally produced by KEZL 
FM  These run randomly mixed in with our music format. We also run , Sailor Sam children's 
book readings and Children's Storybook broadcasts of books acted out in 15 minute serial 
programs.
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